CLOSE ACCESS SIGADs

Close Access SIGADs

All Close Access domestic collection uses the US-3136 SIGAD with a unique two-letter suffix for each target location and mission. Close Access overseas GENIE collection has been assigned the US-3137 SIGAD with a two-letter suffix. (Note: Targets marked with an * have either been dropped or are slated to be dropped in the near future. Please check with TAG/RTD/ROS (961-1516) regarding authorization status.)

SIGAD US-3136
Suffix Target/Country Location Coverterm Mission
[REDACTED]
DC * Italy-East Wash, DC BRUNSWIK LIFTS/IVER
NC * Italy-East Wash, DC HILMAR HIGHLANDS
PD Close Access New York COOP

US-3138 = STARKBYTE (ostruct)

General Term Descriptions

PALAEON: Collection from implants
VAGRANT: Collection of Computer Sensors
MAGNETIC: Sensor Collection of Magnetic Emittations
MINERALIZE: Collection from LAN Implant
LIFT/IVER: Imaging of the Hard Drive
CENSUS: Multi-stage operation, pumping the Jiggly etc.
BLACKHEART: Collection from an FBI Implant
BFR: Public Branch Exchange Traffic
CRYPTO ENABLED: Collection derived from A/Os efforts to enable crypto

Derived From: NSA/US/NSM 1.52
Dated: 2004/12/23
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